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Predictions from Oguri 2006
More et al. 2012

Search in the CFHTLS: 
Motivation

• Understand the selection 
function of the new lens sample!

• Account for incompleteness in 
the ISD!

• Improve constraints on lens 
properties e.g. mass density 
profile and concentration-mass 
relation !



 Space Warps 

• Blind lens search in CFHTLS (170 sq. deg) -  First project with SW!

• assess the completeness and improve the arcfinding algorithm (SARCS 
sample, More et al. 2012)!

• find quasar lenses, red arcs, exotic lenses ?!

• Stage 1:!

• Fast inspection; 105 images —>103 images!

• Stage 2:!

• Careful inspection; 103 images —>102 images/candidates

http://spacewarps.org/  CFHTLS

http://spacewarps.org


 Space Warps 
Traininghttps://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT

1a. Duds (Images containing no lenses - visually confirmed) : #450!

1b. False positives: #500!

2. Simulated lenses: #4500!

• Galaxy-galaxy!

• Galaxy-quasar!

• Group-galaxy

Types of training images:

https://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT


Use:!

• Lens (foreground) properties: !

• magnitudes, redshift and 
ellipticities !

• Source (background) 
properties: !

• colors and redshift!

• Keep lensed images 
satisfying certain detection 
thresholds

 Space Warps 
 Simulationshttps://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT

More, et al., (in prep)

SIMCT

Real image

sim. lens

Final image

CodeGalaxy-galaxy lens

https://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT


Use:!

• Lens (foreground) properties: !

• group members, magnitudes, 
redshift and ellipticities !

• Source (background) 
properties: !

• colors and redshift!

• Keep lensed images 
satisfying certain detection 
thresholds

 Space Warps 
 Simulationshttps://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT

More, et al., (in prep)

Real image

sim. lens

Final image

CodeGroup-galaxy lens

SIMCT

https://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT


 Space Warps 

Galaxy-Quasar lenses Galaxy-Galaxy lenses Group-Galaxy lenses

 Simulationshttps://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT

• First citizen science project in Zooniverse that !

• includes thorough and convincing simulated training material!

• uses the training sample to calibrate volunteer performance!

• Essential for training users and keeping them alert !!!!

• Important for characterizing the selection function of the resulting 
lens sample

https://github.com/anupreeta27/SIMCT
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 analyzing classifications

Posterior probability (p‘0)
1e-7 11e-4

1. Subject has prior probability

3. Training set calibrates volunteer

2. Volunteer classifies subject

4. Subject update probability

Rejection 
threshold

Acceptance 
threshold



 Space Warps 

About 60 new lens candidates

 Discoveries

Some strange/interesting 
candidates (?)
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8 Marshall et al.

Figure 5. Key properties and contributions of the SpaceWarps crowd. Plotted are the 1-D and 2-D marginalized distributions for the
logarithms of the properties of the agents described in the text. The stage 1 agents are shown in blue, the stage 2 agents in orange.

the corresponding distributions of agent contribution in Fig-
ure 6. The most skilled 20% of agents possess only 79% of
the skill at stage 1, and 77% at stage 2. The inexperienced
volunteers also possess a significant fraction of the skill: the
most skillful 20% of experienced volunteers (1824 people)
possess just 43% of the total skill. The level of contribution
made at SpaceWarps by experienced volunteers is largely a
matter of choice (or perhaps, availability of time!).

We now look at the transition between stage 1 and
stage 2 in more detail. Of the 1964 volunteers who took part
in the stage 2 classification round, only 774 were veterans
from stage 1. However, these volunteers showed significantly
higher skill levels than the new users, and also made more
classifications (and hence made greater contributions. This
is illustrated in Figure 8. In this figure, point size is pro-

portional to information generated: the higher skill, higher
e↵ort stage 1 veterans generated most of the information.

Having seen the importance of the high skill volunteers
at both stage 1 and stage 2, we might ask, can we predict
agent skill after, say, the volunteer has experienced 10 train-
ing subjects? In Figure 9 we plot this “early skill” against
final skill, for all experienced stage 1 volunteers. The ma-
jority of the crowd shows little correlation, but at the high
early skill end, some predictability appears. The 649 expe-
rienced stage 1 volunteers who had early skill greater than
0.1 went on to attain a mean final skill of 0.22, with 97%
remaining at skill 0.05 or higher. This suggests that it might
be worth tracking volunteers’ skill as a project progresses,
in order to encourage those showing an aptitude for the task
to take part in the more di�cult activities, such as stage 2
refinement. However, this would not have done a very good

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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10 More et al.

Figure 7. Fraction of lens candidates detected by SpaceWarps

for three lens samples. The three samples are simulated lenses,

known confirmed lenses and the lens candidates sample.

5.3 Recovery of known CFHTLS lenses with
SpaceWarps

Describe which lenses were recovered and explain any cases

missed by citizen scientists

Rejection rate. Completeness and purity at P ¿ retire-

ment, P ¿ 95%, and as function of probability P.

Summarize performance at some fiducial threshold: eg

P = 95%.

5.4 Image separation distribution

6 DISCUSSION

Di↵erences with robots: what types of lenses are found at

SpaceWarps?

Selection function. Missing system.

Describe the importance of this kind of study - being

able to quantify the completeness of the lens samples - state

how this will be used in a future SpaceWarps paper

TBD: add section on o✏ine analysis - extra
lenses found etc; expand FP section; mention EGS
moustakas and other lens samples; comment on any
lensed quasars, on any exotic lenses; check if some
candidates were detected because they were hidden
underneath the sims ie. from the D11;

6.1 Blind Lens Search

We looked at the locations of simulated and real lenses from
our data those were missed by SpaceWarps compared to
the locations of the lenses that got detected. The real lens
sample consists of a total of 383 candidates which have
Pl > 2.e � 5 and received a rank of Ravg > 0 from the
expert. We do not find any obvious dependency in the rate
of detections as a function of the position of a given lens for

Figure 8. Image separation distribution. Comparing theoretical

predictions with the CFHTLS known lens samples (REF) and

the same CFHTLS sample after combining with the incremental
lens sample from SpaceWarps

Figure 9. Comparison of Lens redshift and Arc radius for all

three lens samples, namely, from SpaceWarps, SARCS and those

from the RingFinder. Also, corresponding histograms are shown.

c� 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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c� 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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• Number of detections from each 
of the three methods 
(Ringfinder, Space Warps and 
Arcfinder)!
!

• Space Warps sample finds most 
lenses in an intermediate range 
in the Einstein radius compared 
to RF and AF!
!

~100!

~140!

~300
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 in progress

• Any incompleteness in the 
SARCS (AF sample) does not 
have significant dependence on 
the Einstein radius!

!
• At small image separations, RF / 

SW samples indicate high 
incompleteness which is most 
likely due to the deteriorating 
image quality rather than the 
limitations of any one lens 
finding method !
!



 Space Warps 

• Targeted search with VIsta-CFHT-Stripe82 !

• 3-day public event (BBC stargazing 
live show) !

• Optical+IR data !

• 40,000 candidates (preselected 
clusters,quasars,LRG from catalogs)!

!

• SW - DES!

• Targeted search being planned with Y1 
data!

• Improved simulations and strategy!

 Other searches

2 J. E. Geach et al.

Figure 1. Colour composite image of 9io9 that was presented to users of
SpaceWarps 2. Users were presented with a (random) sequence of 4000

cut-out images where the blue channel represents i-band data from the
CHFT Stripe 82 (CS82) survey (REF) and the green and red channels are
J and Ks-band imaging from the VISTA-CFHT Stripe 82 (VICS82) sur-
vey (Geach et al. in prep). Images were centred on Luminous Red Galaxies
(LRGs), groups and clusters and quasars. Users were asked to identify po-
tential lensed features, having been trained using simulated images. In this
case, a red ring of radius ⇡ 300 can be seen around the central galaxy (an
LRG at z = 0.2). This system was independently identified by several users
and quickly became a high-confidence lens candidate.

modelling of 9io9 that reveal the galaxy to be a radio- and sub-
millimetre-bright hyperluminous infrared galaxy (HLIRG, LIR >
1013L�) at z = 2.553. In Section 2 we describe archival and new
observations of 9io9, in Section 3 we constrain the integrated spec-
tral energy distribution of the galaxy and model the lens itself, and
in Section 4 we conclude with a brief discussion of the likely na-
ture of 9io9. Throughout we assume a fiducial cosmology where
⌦m = 0.3, ⌦⇤ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1.

2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Radio

Immediately upon the discovery of the lens candidate during
SpaceWarps 2, we cross-checked the position of the source
(02h09m41.3s, +00�15058.600) in other imaging surveys. The Very
Large Array (VLA) FIRST 1.4 GHz survey (Becker et al. 1994)
reveals a 4 mJy radio source at this position, but the angular reso-
lution of FIRST is too coarse to determine whether the radio emis-
sion originates from the background galaxy, or the lensing galaxy
(although the peak of the radio emission is slightly offset from the
lensing LRG). Hodge et al. (2011) present higher resolution VLA
(A and B configuration, ✓ = 1.800) 1.4 GHz imaging of Stripe 82
that starts to resolve the radio flux into a ring that follows the Ks-
band light (Figure 2). This motivated us to obtain higher resolution
radio imaging of 9io9, which we describe here.

2.1.1 eMERLIN L-band

The eMERLIN dataset from which the image was made was ob-
served for 10.25 hrs between 1415 UT 9th January 2014 to 0030
UT 10th January 20141. The target source was interspersed with
the phase reference calibrator (J0208-0047) with a cycle time of 10
minutes with 7 minutes on the target and 3 minutes on the phase
reference. 30 seconds of data were flagged at the start of each scan
to remove corrupted data logged during telescope drives with a re-
sulting total time on the target source of 6.72 hours. The data were
divided into 8 intermediate ferquencies (IFs) with a total observing
bandwidth of 512 MHz at a centre frequency of 1.5185 GHz. Data
calibration was performed from calibration scans on the resolved
flux density calibrator 3C286 (1331+305) and the point source cal-
ibrator OQ208 (1407+284). The flux density scale assumed for
3C286 incorporated the latest coefficients from Perley & Butler
(2013) and a standard model of spatial resolution of the source as
observed by eMERLIN. These were used to derive flux densities
for the point source OQ208 which has a rising spectrum across the
observed band (IF1: 0.815 Jy, IF8: 1.208 Jy), with a value at the
central frequency of 1.0078 Jy. Estimated errors in the flux den-
sity scale are at the level of 5–10%. Residual delay corrections for
the data throughout the run were derived from all three calibration
sources. After performing phase and minor gain corrections derived
from the phase calibrator, the target was imaged and several rounds
of phase-only self-calibration applied. The data calibration and im-
age processing was performed in AIPS.

2.1.2 Jansky Very Large Array C-band

Data were obtained during 1st March 2014 using the 3-bit sam-
plers and an advanced mode of the immensely powerful WIDAR
correlator at the heart of the Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA;
proposal 13B–458), with eight sub-bands in each of the A1/C1,
A2/C2, B1/D1 and B2/D2 basebands. We used the JVLA’s C-
band receivers with the correlator instructed to record a band com-
prising 1024 ⇥ 62.5 kHz full-polarisation channels centred on the
22.23508 MHz water line, tracking a barycentric redshift of 2.5529.
We also recorded 31 wider bands to sample continuum emission,
each comprising 128⇥1MHz dual-polarisation channels, covering
4.05–7.96 GHz contiguously, with a few small regions of overlap.
To mitigate time smearing, since we used the widest (A) configura-
tion of the JVLA, the integration time was set to 2 seconds, which
resulted in a total data rate of 62 Gb hr�1, with 26 ⇥ 287 seconds
(roughly 2 hours) spent integrating on 9io9, 27 ⇥ 31 seconds on
the gain calibrator, J0215�0222, and 226 seconds on 0137+331
(3C 48) to set the flux density scale. The data were calibrated using
version 4.1 of CASA, starting with a pass through the initial stages
of the JVLA data pipeline, then flagging extensively by hand, then
re-starting the pipeline where we had previously paused. CASA was
also used for imaging, which required us to map and clean a num-
ber of bright, nearby sources to reduce contamination of the re-
gion around 9io9 by strong sidelobes. The resulting image of 9io9,
centred at X.X GHz, has a 0.XX ⇥ 0.XX-arcsec beam, FWHM,
PA = XX.X�, with an r.m.s. noise level of X.XµJy beam�1.

1 Note that some of the eMERLIN observations were conducted during the
Stargazing Live programme was broadcast: the proximity of BBC outside
broadcasting hardware to Jodrell Bank was not optimal for radio astronomy.

c
� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Geach, AM et al., (in prep)


